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From the main window can be shown the selected flash drive and
its properties. If the flash drive is connected to the USB port of your

computer, the utility will show the name of the drive and the
corresponding number of the flash memory (as shown in the figure
below). Three modes of operation are available. Flash: the utility

scans each of the blocks in the flash memory. Erase: the flash
memory is erased. Repair: the utility checks for bad blocks and

repairs them. Samsung SSS Utility - utility intended for the chips on
Samsung flash drives with controllers SSS6682, SSS6683, SSS6685,

SSS6686, SSS6688, SSS6689, SSS6690, SSS6691, and SSS6692.
This utility will not work with Samsung flash drives with other
controllers! .. " - utility similar to 3S USB SafeErase Utility and

designed to erase blocks on flash drives with controllers
SSS6677A5, SSS6677B5 and SSS6677D5. It should be used before

flashing 3S MPTool and OnCard Sorting. In this article, you can
download 3S MP utility v. 2.178 and 2.182 for HTC Phone (without

phone) SSS6692. This utility is just similar to 3S USB SafeErase
Utility and designed to erase blocks on flash drives with controllers
SSS6677A5, SSS6677B5 and SSS6677D5. It should be used before
flashing 3S MPTool and OnCard Sorting. The utility was not tested

personally. 3S 6677A5 / B5 / D5 Tool v1.0;
3s_6677a5b5d5_tool_v1_0.rar ; Size: 364 083 bytes Interface:

English (english) P.S. There are 8.6 MB of data with this utility and
there was no downlaod lock. The installation went smoothly. So, if

you still have a question, please ask, and I will answer. I have found
this utility, so it should work. If it does not, then try to start the

utility as Administrator and make sure that you didn't turn on the
fast start of the system. I believe that it can help. As for the size of
the archive - if I remember correctly, it is not at least 6.6 MB. So, it
is probably not contained in the archive. If this is, then the files are
placed in separate downloads. Some are free, and others are not.
Anyway, I'm sure that you will find it if you continue the search. I

think that the MPTool folder is the same. You should find it and run
it. The package for MPTool - contains the files 6677a5b5d5.rar. But

it is not included in the MPTool archive, but only in the separate
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archive. If the downloaded file is for SSS6677S, then the file should
be by the name 3S USB SafeErase Utility 4.0.0. But I do not know if
this file will help you, because I have not tested it, because I have

the same flash drive and the same problems. 5ec8ef588b
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